PALLAVAN SCHOOL OBSERVED WORLD EARTH DAY ON APRIL 22, 2017
The day started with a vibrant theme presentation of Earth Day followed by Earth Day Song sung by the choir
group. The theme of the assembly quiz was Earth and Environment in which students took part by raising hands to
answer the question asked by the of the senior students. The students who answed the questions correctly were
appreciated and were gifted with chocolates.

Figure 2 DISPLAY OF THE THEME OF THE DAY

Figure 1 STUDENTS SINGING EARTH DAY SONG

Figure 3 QUIZ QUESTIONS BEING ASKED

Figure 5 STUDENTS TALK ON
HISTORY OF EARTH DAY

The thematic display board gained the attraction of visitors
for admission enquiry as well as other students. The
attractive bulletin board ensured sensitization of the
importance of observation WORLD EARTH DAY.

Figure 4 STUDENTS RAISING HANDS TO ANSWER QUIZ QUESTIONS.

The gathering was addressed by the
Vice Principal where in he appreciated
the house master Mr. Suhdhashu for
spelling enthusiasm and energy among
students to perform in the assembly
programme in an excellent manner. He
also enlightened the students about
quantity of available drinking water on
earth and how we can replenish the
water back to the aquifers and natural
underground reservoirs. He conveyed
the message of the principal that we
are looking forward to get a sapling
reaped by birthday boy and girl.

Figure 6 Vice Principal Appreciating the students
and teachers for putting up a great programme.
THE SECOND HALF OF THE DAY WAS USED UP IN INTRODUCING THE STUDENTS TO VARIOUS CLUBS AND SOCIETIES THE
DETAILS OF THE HAPPENINGS OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE DAY IS FEATURED AS FOLLOWS :
P.T.O.
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After the assembly the students were asked to assemble in the assembly ground. They were
directed to the respective venues for Club and Quiz activities and the timings.

Students from I to V took part in an exciting quiz contest in which not only the participants but the
audience also participated enthusiastically.
Simultaneously, senior students took part in Inter-House Quiz Competition. The results of both the
quiz will be announced on Monday – April 24, 2017.

SUDOKU CONTEST
Students of XI and
XII took part in a
Sudoku Contest
when students
from class I to V
and VI to X were
engaged in InterHouse G.K and
Science Quiz in
different venues.
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CLUBS AND WORK
EDUCATION

Figure 7 : COLLAGE OF CLUB ACTIVITIES AND WORK EDUCATION.

The teacher in charges introduced
themselves to the
new students and
discussed the plan
of action format.
They brainstormed
the students to get
information about
what interests them
and which new
activities they
would like to do in
an years time.
Consolidated Plan of
action will be made
which can be
reviewed as per the
progress mentioned
in the duration.The
new students who
took admission
after enrollment of
club members were

also appended in
the list.

Figure 7 : AN INTRODUCTORY SESSION OF I.C.T CLUB WITH NEW STUDENTS IN THE CLUB.

Students are feeling involved and engaged with more number of activities in assemblies and on Saturday activities, the extempore in
the form of just a minute in the assembly is appreciated by parents, teachers and students also feel encouraged to speak in public.
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